The Red Garter

Gentleman’s Club & Cigar Lounge

CIGAR & CHAMPAGNE MENU
Playboy Robusto		

		

$14.00

		

$23.00

Handmade with a blend of the finest, aged Nicaraguan, Dominican & Peruvian long filler tobaccos, paired with exquisite
Ecuadorian Sumatra wrapper leaves.

Montecristo #1		

Medium to full bodied cigar with a rich aroma and a smooth
smoke with a flawless construction. Montecristo #1 cigars
create an unforgettable smoking experience.

Romeo Y Julieta Cedro Deluxe #1

$14.00

Here is the Dominican incarnation of one of the world’s most
famous brands. Fresh, easy and light, this makes an excellent
beginner’s cigar.

Avo #9 Tubos			

		

$17.00

A rich blend of 5 tobaccos from the Cibao Valley of the
Dominican Republic give the regular line a mild but rich taste.

809 Red				

		

$6.00

Acid Blondie Natural

		

$9.00

Ashton Magnum Natural

		

$19.00

Mild-to-medium bodied smoke with notes of cream, cedar &
toasted nuts, with an underlying honey sweetness.

This delectable Petit Corona smokes smoothly with passionate
notes of honey and cream. Presents 20 minutes of sweetness,
followed by a robust, climactic finish. The natural Connecticut
Shade wrapper imbues an equally sweet aroma.

Made from a unique blend of select, specially-aged Dominican
leaves and surronded by a smooth-smoking Connecticut shadegrown wrapper. Made in the Dominican Republic by Arturo
Fuente, it as a mild, creamy draw and is always consistent in
flavor and aroma.

Padron 1964 Imperiales Natural

$36.00

Mild, aromatic & easy to draw, these cigars are handcrafted in
the Dominican Republic with select Connecticut shade
wrappers that are especially silky.

Zino Z Class Robusto 550R

		

$26.00

Blended with the finest, richest tasting Honduran, Nicaraguan
& Dominican tobaccos mostly wrapped in oily Ecuadoriangrown Sumatra wrappers. Always rich in flavor, high in quality.

Brick House Robusto

		

$11.00

Macanudo Portofino Cafe Tubes
Punch Rothschild		

		

Romeo Y Julieta Bully

		

$15.00
$11.00

$13.00

Blended with choice Dominican longfiller tobaccos & aromatic
Indonisian shade-grown wrappers. Laced with toasty flavors
of aged cedar, nuts & spice. Well-balanced and maintains a
smooth, medium-bodied smoke from end to end.

Dom Perignon		

Limited production series introduced in 1994 to commemorate
the company’s 30th Anniversary. Tobacco aged four years,
creating a smooth and complex flavor.
Features Nicaraguan and Honduran longfillers framed in
Peruvian binders and capped in dark Dominican wrappers
grown in the Yamasa region.

Slightly spicy with an earthiness you expect in a Nicaraguan
cigar, they are a great full-flavored smoke.

ALL CIGARS ARE SERVED WITH WOODEN MATCHES
(1 book per party)

			

$300.00

Korbel Brut

					

$75.00

Moet & Chandon Impérial			

$130.00

Martini & Rossi Asti 			

$63.00

